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Abstract—We present a universal estimator of the divergence
( ) for two arbitrary continuous distributions and

satisfying certain regularity conditions. This algorithm, which ob-
serves independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples from
both and , is based on the estimation of the Radon–Nikodym
derivative d

d
via a data-dependent partition of the observation

space. Strong convergence of this estimator is proved with an
empirically equivalent segmentation of the space. This basic esti-
mator is further improved by adaptive partitioning schemes and
by bias correction. The application of the algorithms to data with
memory is also investigated. In the simulations, we compare our
estimators with the direct plug-in estimator and estimators based
on other partitioning approaches. Experimental results show that
our methods achieve the best convergence performance in most of
the tested cases.

Index Terms—Bias correction, data-dependent partition, diver-
gence, Radon–Nikodym derivative, stationary and ergodic data,
universal estimation of information measures.

I. INTRODUCTION

KULLBACK and Leibler [1] introduced the concept of in-
formation divergence, which measures the distance be-

tween the distributions of random variables. Suppose and
are probability measures on a measurable space . The
(Kullback–Leibler) divergence between and is defined as

(1)

when is absolutely continuous with respect to , and
otherwise. If the densities of and with respect to Lebesgue
measure exist, which are denoted as and , respectively,
then

(2)

Divergence is an important concept in information theory,
since other information-theoretic quantities including entropy
and mutual information may be formulated as special cases.
For continuous distributions in particular, it overcomes the
difficulties with differential entropy. Divergence also plays a
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key role in large-deviations results including the asymptotic
rate of decrease of error probability in binary hypothesis testing
problems. Moreover, divergence has proven to be useful in
applications. For example, divergence can be employed as a
similarity measure in image registration or multimedia classifi-
cation [2]. It is also applicable as a loss function in evaluating
and optimizing the performance of density estimation methods
[3]. However, there has been relatively little work done on the
universal estimation of divergence between unknown distri-
butions. The estimation of divergence between the samples
drawn from unknown distributions gauges the distance between
those distributions. Divergence estimates can then be used in
clustering and in particular for deciding whether the samples
come from the same distribution by comparing the estimate to a
threshold. Divergence estimates can also be used to determine
sample sizes required to achieve given performance levels in
hypothesis testing.

In the discrete case, Cai et al. [5], [6] proposed new
algorithms to estimate the divergence between two finite al-
phabet, finite memory sources. In [5], the Burrows–Wheeler
block-sorting transform is applied to the concatenation of two
random sequences, such that the output sequences possess the
convenient property of being piecewise memoryless. Exper-
iments show that these algorithms outperform the estimators
based on Lempel–Ziv (LZ) string matching [7].

For sources with a continuous alphabet, Hero et al. [8] pro-
vided an entropy estimation method using the minimal spanning
tree which spans a set of feature vectors. In [8], this method was
generalized to divergence estimation, under the assumption that
the reference distribution is already known. Darbellay and Vajda
[9] worked on the estimation of mutual information, namely,
the divergence between the joint distribution and the product of
the marginals. Their method is to approximate the mutual in-
formation directly by calculating relative frequencies on some
data-driven partitions and achieving conditional local indepen-
dence.

In this paper, we propose a universal divergence estimator for
absolutely continuous distributions and , based on indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples generated from
each source. The sources are allowed to be dependent and to
output samples of different sizes. Our algorithm is inspired by
the alternative expression for the divergence, i.e.,

(3)

In this formula, the Radon–Nikodym derivative can be
approximated by as diminishes, if is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to . Here and denote empirical
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probability measures of a segment in the -algebra . Our al-
gorithm first partitions the space into contiguous segments
such that each segment contains an equal number of sample
points drawn from the reference measure (with the possible
exception of one segment). Then by counting how many sam-
ples from fall into each segment, we calculate the empirical
measure of each segment. Note that vanishes as in-
creases. Thus, the divergence can be estimated by the ratio be-
tween the empirical probability measures on each segment. The
almost-sure convergence of this estimator is established under
mild regularity conditions.

In this paper, although particular attention is given to the case
of scalar observations, we also present results for the multi-
variate case. Furthermore, our algorithm can be used to esti-
mate the divergence between non-i.i.d. data when the correla-
tion structure is identical for both sources. For example, if a
given invertible linear transform whitens both sources, then the
algorithm can be applied at the output of the transform. We also
prove that as long as the samples from the reference measure

are i.i.d., then our divergence estimate of the marginals is
strongly consistent when the data from measure are stationary
and ergodic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present our algorithm for divergence estimation and prove
strong consistency. Schemes to improve convergence speed are
proposed in Section III, including a method for bias correction
and data-driven partitioning schemes with an adaptive choice
of the parameters. Section IV discusses the application of our
algorithm to data with memory. Experimental results on ran-
domly generated data are shown in Section V, where we com-
pare our algorithm to the direct plug-in approach (where the two
underlying densities are estimated separately and the two esti-
mates are then substituted into (2)) and to the estimator based
on the partitioning proposed by Darbellay and Vajda [9]. Sim-
ulations are also presented for correlated samples and samples
with memory.

II. DIVERGENCE ESTIMATION VIA DATA-DEPENDENT

PARTITIONS

A. Algorithm A

We begin by stating our basic estimator, Algorithm A, in the
one-dimensional case. Suppose and are atom-free prob-
ability measures defined on , with .

and are i.i.d. samples gen-
erated from and , respectively. Denote the order statistics
of by where .
The real line is partitioned into empirically equivalent segments
(called -spacings) according to

(4)

where is the number of points in each interval
except possibly the last one, and is the number
of intervals. For , let denote the number of
samples from that fall into the segment .

In Algorithm A, the divergence between and is estimated
as

(5)
where is the correction term for the last
segment.

Let and be the corresponding empirical probability
measures induced by the random samples and , respec-
tively. The divergence estimate (5) can be written as

(6)

In contrast to the direct plug-in method where the densities of
and are estimated separately with respect to the Lebesgue

measure, our algorithm estimates the density of with respect
to , i.e., the Radon–Nikodym derivative , which is guaran-
teed to exist provided .

Furthermore, this approach can be generalized to multidimen-
sional data, by partitioning with statistically equivalent blocks of
the space. Namely, according to the projections of the samples

onto the first coordinate axis, the space can be par-
titioned into statistically equivalent cylindrical sets, where

(7)

Then partition each cylindrical set along the second axis into
boxes, each of which contains the same number of points. Con-
tinuing in a similar fashion along the remaining axes produces

statistically equivalent rectangular cells. Based on this par-
tition, the application of (6) gives an estimate of the divergence
for multivariate distributions.

B. Convergence Analysis

In this section, we prove that Algorithm A is strongly consis-
tent.

Theorem 1: Let and be absolutely continuous prob-
ability measures defined on . Assume that the diver-
gence between and is finite. Let and

be i.i.d. samples generated from and , re-
spectively.1 Let be defined as in (4). If as

, then the divergence estimator in (6) satisfies

a.s. (8)

as .

The reliability of our estimator depends not only on the prox-
imity of the empirical probability measure to the true measure
but also on the proximity of the empirically equivalent partition
to the true equivalent partition. To resolve the second issue, we

1Recall that we are not assuming independence of fX ;X ; . . . ;X g and
fY ; Y ; . . . ; Y g
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first introduce the following concept, which defines the conver-
gence of a sequence of partitions.

Definition 1: Let be a measurable space and be a
probability measure defined on this space. Let
be a finite measurable partition of . A sequence of partitions

of is said to converge to
with respect to as if for any probability measure on

that is absolutely continuous with respect to , we have

a.s. for each

The following result shows the convergence of the data-de-
pendent sequence of partitions when is a
fixed constant .

Lemma 1: Let be an absolutely continuous probability
measure on and be a fixed finite parti-
tion of the real line: , where

such that

(9)

Let be the empirical probability measure based on i.i.d.
samples generated from with

. Let

(10)

be a partition such that

(11)

Then the sequence of partitions converges to
the partition with respect to as .

Before proving Lemma 1, we invoke a result by Lugosi and
Nobel [10] that specifies sufficient conditions on the partition of
the space under which the empirical measure converges to the
true measure.

Let be a family of partitions of . The maximal cell count
of is given by

(12)

where denotes the number of cells in partition .
The complexity of is measured by the growth function as

described below. Fix points in

(13)

Let be the number of distinct partitions

of the finite set that can be induced by partitions
. Define the growth function of as

(14)

which is the largest number of distinct partitions of any -point
subset of that can be induced by the partitions in .

Proposition 1: (Lugosi and Nobel [10]): Let be
i.i.d. random vectors in with and let denote
the empirical probability measure based on samples. Given
a sequence of partition families , if, as , a)

and b) , then

a.s. (15)

We are now ready to prove Lemma 1.

Proof of Lemma 1: First we show the convergence of the
empirical measure to the true measure on the partition

. In fact, the two conditions of Proposition 1 are satisfied.
Suppose is the collection of all the partitions of into
empirically equiprobable intervals based on sample points.
Then

(16)

Since as , we have that

(17)

Next consider the growth function which is defined
as the largest number of distinct partitions of any -point subset
of that can be induced by the partitions in . Namely

(18)

In our algorithm, the partitioning number is the
number of ways that fixed points can be partitioned by
intervals. Then

(19)

Let be the binary entropy function, defined as

for (20)

By the inequality , we obtain

(21)

As , the last inequality implies that

(22)

With (17) and (22), applying Proposition 1, we have that

(23)

where . Obviously

a.s. (24)

for , which implies that

a.s. (25)

or

a.s. (26)

for each .
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Thus, for any on absolutely continuous with re-
spect to

a.s.

(27)
Alternatively

a.s.

(28)
Therefore,

(29)

for any .

In Lemma 1, we consider probability measures which are ab-
solutely continuous with respect to the reference measure. How-
ever, in our universal estimation problem, those measures are
not known and thus are replaced by their empirical versions.
Lemma 2 shows that the corresponding empirical probability
measures also satisfy similar properties when the sample size
goes to infinity.

Lemma 2: Let be a probability measure on and
let and be finite
measurable partitions of . Let be an arbitrary probability
measure on , which is absolutely continuous with re-
spect to . Suppose is the empirical probability measure
based on i.i.d. samples generated from . If

converges to with respect
to (w.r.t.) as , then

a.s. (30)

Proof: Note that

(31)

where

(32)

Therefore, by the strong law of large numbers, we have

a.s. (33)

Further, since the convergence of implies that

a.s. for each (34)

taking on both sides of (33) gives (30).

The strong consistency of our divergence estimator is proved
in the following.

Proof of Theorem 1: Define

where such
that

(35)

Namely, is the equiprobable partition of the real
line according to .

The estimation error can be decomposed as

(36)

Intuitively, is the approximation error caused by numerical
integration, which diminishes as increases; is the estima-
tion error caused by the difference of the statistically equivalent
partitions from the true equiprobable partitions and the differ-
ence of the empirical probability on an interval from its true
probability. The term can be shown to be arbitrarily small
when , and are sufficiently large, using Lemmas 1 and 2.
The details are as follows.

Since

then for any , there exists such that
as long as . Recall that , so

a.s. for any (37)

Now fix a . With as
, Lemma 1 tells us that the sequence of partitions

converges to with respect to
measure as . Further, since , by Lemma 2,
it is guaranteed that

a.s. (38)

for any . Also, note that
. Moreover, since

(39)

is a continuous function in , if , then for any ,
there exists , such that

a.s.

(40)

for any , , any . Therefore,

(41)
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with and . Together with (37), this
completes the proof.

III. SCHEMES TO IMPROVE CONVERGENCE SPEED

In the previous section, our divergence estimator is proved to
be asymptotically consistent. However, in reality, we are only
provided with samples of finite sizes. The problem is how to
obtain a reliable estimate when the number of samples is lim-
ited. In this section, we propose two approaches to accelerate
convergence. Section III-A shows how to choose the algorithm
parameters (such as the number of segments) as a function of the
data. Although as shown in Theorem 1 the universal estimator
is consistent, the estimation bias only vanishes as the data size
increases. In Section III-B we examine how to reduce the bias
for any given sample size.

A. A Data-Driven Choice of

In the area of kernel density estimation, there is a large
amount of literature dealing with the optimal choice of window
width to achieve the least error or the fastest convergence
speed. In our algorithm, plays a role analogous to that of
window width. By finely tuning the value of , we can im-
prove the accuracy of the estimation. Basically, our divergence
estimator examines how differently the samples from and

are distributed among the segments. Note that there is a
tradeoff in the choice of the number of segments: the larger the
number, the better we can discriminate signature details from
the distributions; the smaller the number, the more accurate are
the empirical histograms.

1) Algorithm B: Global Adaptive Method: This method
updates uniformly through the space according to the initial
estimation result. Set (e.g., ). Basically, if
the estimate at is low (resp., high), is updated by

resp., . The estimate at the will be our
final estimate if , where is a small positive
number. Otherwise, if is too low (less than ), we need to
test whether the two distributions are homogeneous. Or if
is too high, it is necessary to verify whether the sample size is
large enough to provide a reliable divergence estimate. The pa-
rameters associated with this algorithm include the following:

• thresholds: what is the criterion to determine whether the
divergence estimate is high or low;

• updating functions: how to adapt in each region;
• initial value of .

This method is particularly suitable for detecting whether the
two underlying distributions are identical, since we have found
that diminishes at a rate of roughly when the the true
divergence is . A drawback of this method is that it is difficult to
optimize the choice of the above parameters. Also, local details
might be lost if the same is assigned to the regions where
the two distributions appear to be similar and the regions where
they are quite mismatched.

2) Algorithm C: Local Adaptive Method 1: Instead of in-
sisting on uniform partitioning of the space, this local updating
scheme produces a fine partition in the region where is high
and a coarser partition elsewhere, the rationale being that not
much accuracy is required in the zones where is low.

Let be the smallest possible number of data points from
in each segment, which represents the finest possible parti-

tion. denotes how many data points from fall in each seg-
ment in the new partition. is the total number of segments.

is a parameter regulating whether a further partition is
necessary. The procedure is to partition the space such that each
segment contains number of sample points from .
Scan through all the segments. In segment , if and

, update by and again partition segment
statistically equiprobably into subsegments. Continue this

process until either or the updated .
The new adaptive estimate is simply

(42)

where is the number of ’s in each segment.
3) Algorithm D: Local Adaptive Method 2: Another version

of nonuniform adaptive partition is inspired by Darbellay and
Vajda’s method [9]. The idea is to first segment the space into

equivalent blocks. For any block , if the following condition
holds:

for all (43)

No further segmentation will be imposed on , where repre-
sents all testing partitioning schemes. However, there are two
possible problematic situations with this terminating condition,
which may cause bad behavior of the estimator.

• Over-fine partitioning:

can be occasionally large and induce an unnecessary fur-
ther partition. This happens when , but

is large, for some .
• Over-coarse partitioning: Suppose ,

which means that a finer partition is needed to reveal
more details. However, it might happen that

for example, when the two distributions are both uniform.
In that case, the termination condition (43) will be satis-
fied and thus no further partition will be imposed.

Thus, instead of using local conditional similarity, in our local
adaptive approach, the terminating condition is now modified as

for all (44)

which implies that no finer partition is necessary if the contribu-
tion to the divergence estimate by a further partitioning is small
enough.

Simulation results are presented in Section V to compare the
performance of estimators using different partitions.
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B. Algorithm E: Reducing the Bias

Let be the divergence estimate and the operator
denote the expectation taken with respect to the i.i.d. random
variables. The systematic bias of can be expressed as

(45)

Suppose we were to use a fixed data-independent partition
that satisfies for each .

We also assume that the samples and are independent of
each other. Then the estimate bias is

(46)

We only consider the first difference, since the second one
depends on the two underlying distributions and it involves
knowledge of the true divergence, which is to be estimated.
Let . Expanding the first summation term
in the preceding equation at by the
Taylor series of , we obtain

(47)

Note that the first expectation is zero since it is linear in the em-
pirical probability measure. The expectation of the mixed term
is also zero if the samples from and are assumed to be in-
dependent. Now consider

where can be viewed as the average of independent
binomial random variables with expectation . Therefore,

(48)

And since

(49)

we have that

(50)

where denotes that the sum is taken on all segments with
and is the number of these segments. Observe

that (50) depends on the true probability only through . In the
same fashion, we obtain

(51)

where is the sum taken on all segments with .
Therefore, the estimate bias can be approximated as

(52)

We can improve the estimator by subtracting the first two terms
on the right-hand ide of (52). Experimental results show that
the approximation of the bias in (52) is excellent when the true
divergence is not too high.

IV. SOURCES WITH MEMORY

We have elaborated on divergence estimation with i.i.d. data.
If the sources have memory and they are such that a one-to-one
transform is available that whitens both samples simultaneously,
then our divergence estimator is readily applicable at the outputs
of the transform, yielding an estimate of the divergence rate of
the original sources.

When the samples from the reference measure are i.i.d. with
distribution , but the samples with marginal have memory,
our algorithm still generates consistent estimates of the diver-
gence between the marginals , instead of the diver-
gence rate

(53)

This divergence estimate can be used to gauge the additional re-
dundancy of Huffman symbol-by-symbol compressors that as-
sume mismatched distributions.
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Fig. 1. X � P = N(0; 1); Y � Q = N(1; 1);D(P kQ) = 0:5. In Algorithm A, ` = bpmc. In the plug-in estimators, the underlying density is evaluated
with bpnc (resp., bpmc) points based on samples from P (resp., from Q.) The window width is chosen to be optimal for Gaussian distributions for the kernel
density estimator. The choice of parameters is the same for each algorithm in the experiments.

Fig. 2. X � P = N(0; 1) with dip, Y � Q = N(0; 1).

Let be stationary ergodic samples with mar-
ginal distribution and be i.i.d. samples
generated according to . Since are i.i.d., the
convergence of the -spacing partitions is still valid according
to Lemma 1. Then by invoking the stationarity and ergodicity
of sample , Lemma 2 can be generalized as follows.

Lemma 3: Let be a probability measure on and let
and be finite mea-

surable partitions of . Let be an arbitrary probability mea-
sure on , which is absolutely continuous with respect to

. Suppose is the empirical probability measure based on
stationary and ergodic samples with .
If converges to w.r.t. as

, then

a.s. (54)

Proof: The only difference from the Proof of Lemma 2 is
that (33) is obtained by using the fact that is stationary and
ergodic.

The main result in this section is as follows.

Theorem 2: Let and be absolutely continuous proba-
bility measures defined on . Assume that the divergence
between and is finite. Let be stationary
and ergodic samples with and be
i.i.d. samples generated from . Let be defined as in
(4). If as , then the divergence estimator
in (6) satisfies

a.s. (55)

as .

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1, except that
Lemma 3 is applied instead of Lemma 2.
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Fig. 3. X � P = N(0; 1) with dip, Y � Q = N(0;1);D(P kQ) = 0:0830.

Fig. 4. P � N(0; 1)� N(0; 1);Q � N(1; 1)� N(0; 1);D(P kQ) = 0:5.

Now let us consider a more general setting where samples
from the reference measure have memory. In this case, if both
samples have only short dependency, then our algorithms can
be applied to samples which are far apart. Otherwise, if the
samples from reference measure with marginal are stationary
ergodic, we conjecture that it is not possible to design a con-
sistent estimator of the divergence . The reasoning is
that the consistency of our estimator is built upon the validity of
Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) Inequality, where data are assumed
to be i.i.d. Then the question arises whether there are similar
results for stationary ergodic data. However, in the proofs in
[16, pp. 269] and [17, pp. 194], the independence assumption
cannot be removed. In fact, in the event that the VC inequality
could be generalized to stationary ergodic data, then following
the arguments in [10], we can find a density estimate which is
strongly -consistent given stationary ergodic data. However,
as proved in [18], no density estimation procedure is weakly

-consistent for every stationary ergodic process with an ab-
solutely continuous marginal distribution.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In Figs. 1 and 3, we compare the performance of Algorithm
A on scalar data with that of the direct plug-in estimators, which
are based on kernel density estimation and the histogram estima-
tion method [10] respectively. (Each dot in the curve represents
an estimate given one set of samples.) The distributions associ-
ated with estimates in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. Note that the
kernel method is not performing well when the underlying dis-
tributions are not smooth enough. Fig. 4 presents experiments
for two-dimensional data. The solid line represents the average
of the estimates based on 25 sets of samples. The upper/lower
error bar corresponds to the mean of the differences between
the estimate average and the estimates which are larger/smaller
than the average. Fig. 5 shows that Algorithm A works well even
when there is correlation between samples from and .

Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate the advantage of adaptive versions
of the divergence estimator over the basic one for very simi-
lardistributions and quite mismatched ones, respectively. The
simulations are performed on one set of samples.
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Fig. 5. X � P = N(0; 1); Y � Q = N(0:2; 1);D(P kQ) = 0:02. � is the correlation coefficient.

Fig. 6. X � P = N(0; 1); Y � Q = N(0:06; 1);D(P kQ) = 0:0018. For Algorithm B, since the estimation result with ` = bpmc is very low, we first
test the homogeneity of the two distributions. According to the test, the two distributions are not identical. Then ` is updated to bm c.

Fig. 7. X � P = N(0; 1); Y � Q = N(4; 1);D(P kQ) = 8. In Algorithm C, � = 1:8, the updating function f( � ) = bp�c, and ` = 2.
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Fig. 8. X � Exp(1); Y � Exp(2);D(P kQ) = 0:1931. For both Algorithm D and the DV method, � = 0:001. The terminating condition is tested on two
sets of partitions, which consist of two and four subsegments, respectively.

Fig. 9. P � N(0;1)� N(0;1);Q � N(0:2;1)� N(0:3;1);D(P kQ) = 0:065.

Fig. 10. X � P = N(1; 1); Y � Q = N(0; 1);D(P kQ) = 0:5. The stationary process X is generated by autoregression as indicated in (56).
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In Fig. 8, we observe that our data-driven partitioning
scheme outperforms the Darbellay-Vajda (DV) method with
much smaller bias for the same sample size.

The performance of the bias-corrected version is demon-
strated in Fig. 9. We see that the subtraction of the approximated
bias provides a much more reliable result.

Experiments on data with memory are shown in Fig. 10,
where the stationary ergodic process is gener-
ated by

then (56)

with being i.i.d. and . This figure
demonstrates that our algorithm still provides good estimates
when the data have memory.

In conclusion, our basic Algorithm A exhibits faster conver-
gence than the direct plug-in methods. Algorithms B, C, and
D, which are based on data-driven partitions, further improve
the speed of convergence. In addition, numerical evidence in-
dicates that our estimators outperform the DV adaptive parti-
tioning scheme. By subtracting a bias approximation, Algorithm
E provides accurate estimates in the regime of low divergence.
We have also shown theoretically and experimentally that the
algorithms are robust with respect to dependencies between the
two data sources or to memory in the samples .
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